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Rex and Yvonne Toomey PO Box 9206 Lighthouse Beach NSW 2444 Australia.
Phone (02) 6582 7702 Email: ezitree@tsn.cc Web site: www.ezitree.com.au
Welcome to the second Port Macquarie Ezitree Users Group Meeting for 2011. We both hope that the current inclement
weather is not causing you or your families any grief and we ALL hope it ends soon.
The dates of the Ezitree User Group meetings for the remainder of 2011 are as follows:
28th May
24th September
22nd October

26th November

Recent Scams
Log Me In
Briefly, you will receive an unsolicited telephone call from India and you are asked for by name. The caller indicates your
computer is causing internet problems and you are directed to Windows Event Viewer where you can see a long list of errors.
By convincing you these are ‘real’ errors which may result in your computer not working, you are asked to allow their ‘Genuine
Microsoft Gold Certified Technician’ to log onto your computer to fix the problems. A demand is then made for payment of
this ‘service’ (₤185 in one case in England) before the technician will release the computer back to you. The main thing here to
remember is never let any person log onto your computer over the internet unless you know them or are satisfied as to
the bona fides of the company where they are employed. (Source: Rex Toomey)
Fake DNA Kits.
A scam involving a bogus DNA kit is turning up in Australia and New Zealand letterboxes. An accompanying letter asks for a
fee in exchange for a swab of the householder's saliva so the scamming company can predict the person's future health
prospects. People are asked for a $39.99 processing fee and their credit card details. The kit is from China, although the return
address is in the Netherlands. The kit looks professional but is actually bogus. A letter in the kit claims that if you return a swab
of your saliva the company, DNA Technologies, will calculate and predict things about you such as your future success,
physical and mental health, affluence, significant accomplishment and your “deepest sense of individual fulfilment”. (Source:
FamNet Newsletter - www.famnet.net.nz)

Today’s Upgrade Ezitree Disk
The disk version released today is v12.04.0084. Due to other commitments with which we have been involved, there have been
very few changes and enhancements since the last user group meeting, the more important of these being:
* Research Diary - Set Purpose field yellow (mandatory) during edit
* Source Usage Edit - Fixed error when image button clicked and no image is linked
* Text Window - Importing Memo - Fixed Save button not enabled when memo imported
* Event Residence - Removed autocase control
* Siblings - Fixed parent names shown reversed
* Relationships - Fixed error when displaying the relationship between 2 persons (from v12.04.67)
* Relationships - Between 2 persons now comply to display of record numbers option
* Witnesses - Linked - Added date validation to witness date
* Witnesses - Linked - Set First Name field background to yellow as mandatory
* Witnesses - Linked - Completely re-wrote to allow update of some linked witness data
* Chart Options - Fixed drop down list for Group Code to allow new code to be entered
* Duplicates – Several fixes and enhancements
The Help windows are still currently in the process of being re-written and updated using new software and it is hoped they will
be finished by the next meeting. The updated help file will be placed on the Ezitree website for downloading.
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Today’s Topics: Linked Witnesses and the Family Tree Book
Linked Witnesses – Details Recent Changes.
When you create an event for a person,
there may be others present who are not
directly involved but may be useful to
record for proof of relationship or for
information purposes. These persons
include witnesses to a marriage, informant
on a death certificate or sponsor at a
baptism.
Ezitree allows you to add these third
party persons as either a notation (that is
‘unlinked’) or as a ‘linked’ record.
By linking the two persons together,
Ezitree will record the notation and create
a ‘witness’ event for the third party
person. In this example, the term witness
will be used, however it is the same for a
sponsor, informant, etc.
Whilst this functionality has been
available for some time now, a recent
comment by an Ezitree user, led to this
functionality being updated and improved.
A blank ‘Witness’ window when first opened

Main Changes:
1. The Occupation of the linked witness
may now be added. For example, the
father may be the witness and his
occupation shown as ‘timber getter’.
2. The note field that will appear on the
linked witness event is now editable from
the original person’s record. This
removes the need to go to the linked
person’s record to edit the computer
generated text.
3. A Change button has been added to
the window so that changes can now be
made to parts of the linked witness event
from the original person’s record.
4. The identification of the linked person
has been changed from their Record
Number e.g. ‘Roger Jones (#1245)’ to a
simple flag, e.g. ‘Roger Jones (L)’.

A linked ‘Witness’ has been added
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this ‘service’ (₤185 in one case in England) before the technician will release the computer back to you. The main thing here to
remember is never let any person log onto your computer over the internet unless you know them or are satisfied as to
the bona fides of the company where they are employed. (Source: Rex Toomey)
Fake DNA Kits.
A scam involving a bogus DNA kit is turning up in Australia and New Zealand letterboxes. An accompanying letter asks for a
fee in exchange for a swab of the householder's saliva so the scamming company can predict the person's future health
prospects. People are asked for a $39.99 processing fee and their credit card details. The kit is from China, although the return
address is in the Netherlands. The kit looks professional but is actually bogus. A letter in the kit claims that if you return a swab
of your saliva the company, DNA Technologies, will calculate and predict things about you such as your future success,
physical and mental health, affluence, significant accomplishment and your “deepest sense of individual fulfilment”. (Source:
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Today’s Upgrade Ezitree Disk
The disk version released today is v12.04.0084. Due to other commitments with which we have been involved, there have been
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* Research Diary - Set Purpose field yellow (mandatory) during edit
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The Help windows are still currently in the process of being re-written and updated using new software and it is hoped they will
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2. The note field that will appear on the
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prospects. People are asked for a $39.99 processing fee and their credit card details. The kit is from China, although the return
address is in the Netherlands. The kit looks professional but is actually bogus. A letter in the kit claims that if you return a swab
of your saliva the company, DNA Technologies, will calculate and predict things about you such as your future success,
physical and mental health, affluence, significant accomplishment and your “deepest sense of individual fulfilment”. (Source:
FamNet Newsletter - www.famnet.net.nz)

Today’s Upgrade Ezitree Disk
The disk version released today is v12.04.0084. Due to other commitments with which we have been involved, there have been
very few changes and enhancements since the last user group meeting, the more important of these being:
* Research Diary - Set Purpose field yellow (mandatory) during edit
* Source Usage Edit - Fixed error when image button clicked and no image is linked
* Text Window - Importing Memo - Fixed Save button not enabled when memo imported
* Event Residence - Removed autocase control
* Siblings - Fixed parent names shown reversed
* Relationships - Fixed error when displaying the relationship between 2 persons (from v12.04.67)
* Relationships - Between 2 persons now comply to display of record numbers option
* Witnesses - Linked - Added date validation to witness date
* Witnesses - Linked - Set First Name field background to yellow as mandatory
* Witnesses - Linked - Completely re-wrote to allow update of some linked witness data
* Chart Options - Fixed drop down list for Group Code to allow new code to be entered
* Duplicates – Several fixes and enhancements
The Help windows are still currently in the process of being re-written and updated using new software and it is hoped they will
be finished by the next meeting. The updated help file will be placed on the Ezitree website for downloading.
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Linked Witnesses – Details Recent Changes.
When you create an event for a person,
there may be others present who are not
directly involved but may be useful to
record for proof of relationship or for
information purposes. These persons
include witnesses to a marriage, informant
on a death certificate or sponsor at a
baptism.
Ezitree allows you to add these third
party persons as either a notation (that is
‘unlinked’) or as a ‘linked’ record.
By linking the two persons together,
Ezitree will record the notation and create
a ‘witness’ event for the third party
person. In this example, the term witness
will be used, however it is the same for a
sponsor, informant, etc.
Whilst this functionality has been
available for some time now, a recent
comment by an Ezitree user, led to this
functionality being updated and improved.
A blank ‘Witness’ window when first opened

Main Changes:
1. The Occupation of the linked witness
may now be added. For example, the
father may be the witness and his
occupation shown as ‘timber getter’.
2. The note field that will appear on the
linked witness event is now editable from
the original person’s record. This
removes the need to go to the linked
person’s record to edit the computer
generated text.
3. A Change button has been added to
the window so that changes can now be
made to parts of the linked witness event
from the original person’s record.
4. The identification of the linked person
has been changed from their Record
Number e.g. ‘Roger Jones (#1245)’ to a
simple flag, e.g. ‘Roger Jones (L)’.

A linked ‘Witness’ has been added
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Welcome to the second Port Macquarie Ezitree Users Group Meeting for 2011. We both hope that the current inclement
weather is not causing you or your families any grief and we ALL hope it ends soon.
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28th May
24th September
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26th November
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